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Whooaa hoo Whoaaa 

touched my body, kissed me softly 
lots of passion, in some one elses eyes 
hesitation.. cold.. templation 
emptinesses what I feel inside.. 

(Bridge) 
how can I say he's not enough.. 
when this.. is what I asked for.. 
how can I just take from here.. 
when knowing I want more.. 
what is he gonna think of me.. 
when he finds out what i've done.. 
how do I keep from losing.. these lies (?love).. 

(ref) 
truth is I never loved him. 
it wasn't worth it 
they do believe all the lies.. 
but the truth is, I know I hurt you 
I didn't want too.. 
how can I blame you 
when the truth is I lied..!? 
you keep calling, I dont answere 
so afraid to let you back inside.. 
I know you loved me.. 
I feel crazy.. 
what i've being wrong if I let you back in my life..!? 

(bridge) 
how can I take it out on you 
when im the one thats wrong.. 
how can you wanna care for me 
when I wasn't strong.. 
what are you gonna think of me 
when you find out what i've done.. 
how do I keep from losing.. your love 

(ref) 
truth is I never loved him. 
it wasn't worth it.. 
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they do believe all the lies.. 
but the truth is, I know I hurt you.. 
I didn't want too.. 
how can I blame you 
when the truth is I lied..!? 
when no sign it done.. 
you were the one..! 
that made me complet..!! 
so why did I wrong 
look what I lost.. 
and look what it cost..! 
everything we had together.. 
Made by DNA 
how long will it take.. 
to make you forget this mistake..!? 
(fade) 
you know the truth is I never loved him. 
it wasn't worth it.. 
they do believe all the lies.. 
but the truth is, I know I hurt you 
I didn't want too.. 
how can I blame you 
when the truth is I lied..!? 

when the truth is I lied..! 
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